Thank You for Joining Us,
The Webinar Will Begin Shortly

Negotiation Tactics for Women
Best Practices in Negotiating Sub Contracts

While you are waiting please check out the Upcoming Webinars
on www.GiveMe5.com.

Before we begin … just a few notes:
•

During the presentation lines will be muted so only presenters can be heard.

•

While you are listening please also put your phone on mute

•

Do NOT put your phone on hold – please hang up and call back

•

If having trouble viewing the presentation – please close out and log in
using a different browser

•

If your slides are not moving please refresh or log out & then log back in

•

If you have any questions during the presentation, please feel free to enter
them into the discussion box on the bottom left of your screen
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Women Impacting Public Policy (WIPP) is a nonprofit, membership
organization working to increase the economic power and public policy clout
of women entrepreneurs by providing essential business skills education,
leadership opportunities for business and personal growth, and a seat at the
table among policymakers in Washington, D.C.
WIPP was founded in 2001 and is recognized as a national, nonpartisan
voice for women business owners, advocating on behalf of its coalition of
4.7 million businesswomen including 78 business organizations. WIPP
identifies important trends and opportunities and provides a collaborative
model for the public and private sectors to advance the economic
empowerment of women.

www.WIPP.org

Give Me 5
• National program from WIPP & American Express OPEN designed to
educate women business owners on how to apply for and secure federal
procurement opportunities.
• Give Me 5 works to increase the representation of Women Business
Owners that win government contracts. We provide accessible business
education tools to assist both new and experienced federal contractors.
• Women Business Owners could gain more than $4 billion in annual
revenues if the 5% contracting goal set by Congress was reached.
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Women Negotiators
Disadvantages


Rules oriented

Advantages


Well prepared
Good listeners
Patient
Creative
Good problem solvers



More risk averse





Less inclined to go outside
the box






Don’t stand up for themselves





Give in too easily/too nice





Don’t like confrontations





Get emotional





Don’t ask





Can see others’ perspectives
Flexible
Concerned with fairness
Concerned with developing
longer and better relationships
Empathic, nurturing and
understanding
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Negotiate with the Right Mindset
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Exhibit Confidence








Find opportunities to practice asking for things and negotiating
Prepare for important negotiations
Convince yourself of the merits of your position – don’t doubt
yourself
Think about your leverage
If you are uncomfortable . . . get “into character” and


Take deep breaths



Maintain eye contact



Stand or sit straight



Smile



Speak slowly and with conviction

Remember it’s just a problem to be solved
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Preparation Steps


Gather Information


What do you need, want, must have? Why?



Identify Options



Develop Proposal





Aim high
Address objections

Practice
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Strategies For Difficult Negotiations


“Go to the balcony”





Listen and acknowledge interests




Acknowledge their motivations, feelings, point of view

Transform to problem solving




Mentally detach yourself from the conflict
Stay focused on your goals

“I understand this is important to you. Let’s think together
about how we might handle this issue”

Reframe into options


“That’s one possibility we should consider”
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Strategies For Difficult Negotiations


Change the dynamics




Take a break
Change to a different issue
Change the people



Learn to say no



Offer something



Name the game



Walk Away
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Gender Differences

Women
View negotiation as opportunity to
build relationship
Interest or relationship-based
More indirect, ask questions
Make small talk, discuss feelings,
personal issues

Men
View negotiation as competition
Positional, problem-based
More direct, blunt
Discuss facts, business, news or sports
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Negotiating Against Men










State your credentials
Search for common interests/people
Keep small talk to a minimum
Have an agenda
Use objective standards and data
Give in on small issues but “get”
Don’t take no as rejection
Solicit ideas for resolving issues
Stay focused on your needs
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Wrap Up: Key Points


Exhibit confidence;



Practice negotiating when it doesn’t matter;



Prepare as much as possible when it does
matter;



Ask for what you want;



Stay calm and unemotional;



Listen to understand the interests and
concerns of the other party
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Judy Weintraub

610-783-4519 (O)
610-783-7131 (F)
Judy@weintraublegal.com

Judy Weintraub is an attorney with
over 30 years legal experience.
She provides corporate legal
services for small business owners,
and is a mediator and arbitrator.
She is the author of The Essentials
of Negotiating Effectively and How
to Build Successful Business
Partnerships. She is also the
founder of SkillBites, offering book
writing and publishing services.
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Thank You For Participating
Following this call you will receive links to the podcast
of this session.
For questions, please contact Lin Stuart at
Lstuart@wipp.org

•
•
•
•

Get Involved!
Join a policy issue committee and learn how policy can impact your business growth
Make your voice heard - become a member of our national Instant Impact Advocacy
Team
Participate in our educational series – unlimited opportunities for you and your staff
Receive weekly policy updates and briefings

1-888-488-WIPP
www.wipp.org
Questions? Contact WIPP Staff
Program & Education Coordinator: Lin Stuart▪ LStuart@wipp.org ▪ (415) 434-4314
Membership Coordinator: Lynn Bunim ▪ LBunim@wipp.org ▪ (415) 434-4314

